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ABSTRACT
Natural fibre have been utilized to strengthen materials for more than 200 years. The point of this investigation is to assess mechanical properties of composites. Among numerous characteristic fibres like kenaf, jute, oil palm, cotton, flax, banana and hemp, sisal are picking up consideration as they are richly accessible, less expensive, eco-accommodating. It’s have the favourable position that they are sustainable assets and have showcasing request these rural squanders can be utilized to plan fibre. The composites have numerous points of interest over customary glass fibre and inorganic materials. In this paper, hardness test is led for composite material. These composites are followed utilizing epoxy gum comprises tar and hardener reasonably blended in proper volume. Composite material is set up by utilizing the water powered press and apply weight at room temperature. Examples are arranged and tests are completed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Common fibres are discovered better than the counterfeit strands with the properties like less weight, low thickness, eco-accommodating, high explicit quality and so forth. Nonetheless, it has a portion of the weaknesses like poor surface attributes, more dampness retention, quality varieties, and so on. These regular fibre composites are normally utilized in an auto, bundling businesses, aviation, development, etc. Presently a days’ ordinary material for the medium burden applications are supplanted by the composite materials fibre can be utilized for creation of light weight segments utilized in lodging division, vehicle lifting weights, bundling industry, segment boards, and so forth.

A composite material (likewise called an arrangement material or abbreviated to composite, which is the normal name) is a material produced using at least two constituent materials with essentially extraordinary physical or compound properties that, when joined, produce a material with qualities not the same as the individual segments.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
3.1 Material
Characteristic banana fibre were obtained from the nearby merchants. Epoxy gum is an individual from the epoxy logier class. It frames a 3D structure when it responds with the hardener or relieving specialist. The epoxy sap with the hardener is utilized as grid material. The mixing proportion of the pitch with the hardener is 10:1 by weight.

3.2 Extraction of fibre
Sisal: The sisal plant has a 7-multiyear life-range and ordinarily delivers 200-250 industrially usable leaves. Each leaf has a normal of around 1000 filaments. The strands represent just about 4% of the plant by weight. Sisal is a plant of the tropics and subtropics, since generation profits by temperatures over 25 degrees Celsius and daylight. To extricate the fibre leaves are squashed and beaten by a turning wheel set with obtuse blades, so just filaments remain.

3.3 Preparation of Epoxy resin and hardener
Epoxy might be named as oxides, for example, epoxy tars, epoxy gum has thickness of 1.2g/cm3, is utilized to set up the composite material. Hardener HY-951 is utilized in this procedure. Hardener is a high gooey fluid material, has a thickness of 1.25g/cm3 blended with sap in reasonable extent amid the procedure of arrangement of composites which helps in cementing of wet, smooth composite
3.4 Preparation of fibres
The acquired strands are cleaned with water and dried. At that point the isolations are delicately scattered with hand sitting calmly. Fibres in the wake of retting the husks are beaten with a sledge. These fibres are tore from the husks and isolated from the brush. In the wake of drying at the room temperature, both the filaments were looked over with a cotton checking outline for a few times further separate the strands in to singular state. From that point onward, both the strands are estimated for legitimate weight and length.

3.5 Preparation of mould box
Form utilized in this work is made of 210 mm X 210 mm X 3 mm. The creation of the composite material was brought out through the hand layup strategy. The elements of best and base plates are to cover, pack the fibre after the epoxy is connected, and furthermore to stay away from the flotsam and jetsam from going into the composite parts amid the restoring time.

3. Fabrication of composites
The moulds are cleaned and dried before applying epoxy. The fibres were laid consistently over the shape before applying epoxy. Subsequent to organizing the fibres consistently, they were packed for a couple of minutes in the shape. At that point the compacted type of strands is expelled from the shape. The packed fibre was laid over the layer of epoxy, guaranteeing uniform conveyance of fibres. The epoxy blend is then poured over the fibre consistently and compacted for a restoring time of 24 h, with heap of 5bar.

4. Hardness properties of natural fibres
Hardness is a normal for a material, not an essential physical property. It is characterized as the protection from space, and it is controlled by estimating the perpetual profundity of the space. The Rockwell test is commonly less demanding to perform, and more exact than different sorts of hardness testing strategies.

From figure 1, We study about the tensile property of treated and untreated fibres. The above graph shows that treated fibres are having more ultimate strength as compared to untreated fibres. From figure 1, demonstrates the hardness pattern for unadulterated just as cross breed composites. Unadulterated banana composite came about 683.16 HRB and unadulterated pineapple came about 708.5 HRB at 15/25 in part weight portion banana filaments have been supplanted with pineapple strands. Despite the fact that singular pineapple fibre composite has demonstrated better hardness esteem thought about than banana the impact of hybridization is irrelevant. Up on further expansion the hardness esteems are expanded to some degree. At 25/15, since more weight division pineapple strands have been added to banana filaments which have come about. Predominant hardness esteems among all composites
6. CONCLUSION

- The common fibre fortified epoxy cross breed composites are effectively created utilizing hand lay-up method. Because of the low thickness of proposed characteristic fibre contrasted with the engineered strands (Glass fibre, carbon fibres) the composite can be viewed as a valuable material in light weight applications.
- The half breed composite with weight part of 25/15 indicates most extreme hardness.
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